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editorial

GLS has really grown in the last 3 decades. When I founded the school in 1983, there were 

hardly more than 70 or 80 students at the same time. Now, 30 years later, we welcome more 

than 5,000 students every year. And GLS has built a campus that is unique in Berlin – maybe 

even in Germany – including more than 130 single accommodation units. GLS has become 

a big school, one of the biggest in Berlin. One thing, however, has never changed. GLS still 

has a very personal feel about it. My staff know their students, and students are welcome to 

come to the office anytime should they have questions or problems. We are very happy with 

what we achieved, but don´t expect us to take a rest. We will continue to improve.

Barbara Jaeschke

Founder and Managing Director
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about
 gls

GLS CAMPUS BErLIN

about gls

GLS was founded in 1983 by Barbara 
Jaeschke, who is still managing the 
school today. The letters GLS stand for 
German Language School. Barbara 
Jaeschke, married with 3 children, was 
trained as a high school teacher. 

GLS is the only language school in Ger-
many with a 16.000 sqm urban campus 
including 2 hotels. The facilities on  
campus are second to none in Europe: 
66 bright classrooms, a restaurant 
serving modern German food, 50 apart-
ments and 72 premium hotel rooms. 
  

GLS repeatedly received the Star 
School Germany award. The awards 
are bestowed every year in London, 
by Study Travel Magazine. 

More than 5,000 students from up to 
60 countries attend GLS courses every 
year. The GLS campus can accommo-
date 600 students at the same time. 

GLS offers programs for both adult and 
junior students: 
FOR ADULTS: German courses, intern-
ships in Berlin, university placement in 
German (see page 28), TestDaF exami-
nation center
FOR jUNIORS (8 – 19 years): 
Summer schools in Berlin and Munich, 
High School Germany

Rolls Royce
Fendi
ebay
luFthansa
deutsche Welle tV
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GLS is located in the very 

center of Berlin, in super 

trendy Berlin Prenzlauer 

Berg. Around 1900 this 

district used to be a poor 

people’s habitat. After 

World War II, the district 

ended up in the communist 

part of Berlin with many 

intellectuals and artists 

living here. After the fall of 

the Berlin Wall, the neighbor-

hood boomed and became 

one of the trendiest districts 

in Berlin. Some of the main 

Berlin highlights are within 

walking distance of GLS.

location

gls campus berlin

gls campus berlin

Kaiser wilhelm geDÄchtnisKirche

reichstag

Fernsehturm am aleXanDerplatZ

JÜDisches museum
haus Der Kulturen Der welt

museumsinsel

Deutsches guggenheim berlin
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branDenburger tor

checKpoint charlie / mauermuseum

potsDamer platZ
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trenDY
neighbour
hooD
The GLS campus is right on Kastanienallee, nicknamed 

«casting alley», because it is a popular location for fashion 

and film shoots. More than 40 bars, cafes and fashion 

stores featuring Berlin designers are immediately next 

door to GLS.

A GLS neighbor: a center for modern 

dance and performing arts.

This stylish store is just across the street from 

GLS: Thatchers is fashion made in Berlin, the store 

was hyped by the press and cited as proof of the 

new cosmopolitan spirit in Berlin.

A fun and funky public park, located 

along a former section of the Berlin 

Wall. If you are into shopping, don’t 

miss the huge flea market on Sundays.

The Lichtblick Cinema is an independent arthouse cinema 

right next to GLS. Lichtblick shows mainly classic and 

arthouse movies along with documentaries. The cinema is 

located in the oldest building of the district and definitely 

has its own charm. 

trendy neighbourhood

DocK 11

mauerparK

lichtblicK

thatchers

gls campus berlin

20METEr

10METEr

30METEr

500METEr
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caFeteria
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 5 star
Facilities

66 classrooms, with smart boards or touch screens

50 apartments with fully equipped kitchen and bath

72 hotel rooms of premium standard

Cafeteria, Bookstore

restaurant serving modern German food

hotel 
oderberger

apartments

class rooms

cafeteria

restaurant

gls campus berlin

gls campus berlin

staDtbaD 
oDerberger

language
school apartments restaurant
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 Feel
historY

The GLS Campus reflects Berlin history: 

The buildings on campus were built 

between 1860 and 1900 when Berlin 

was growing rapidly. The huge building 

on the left (Volksbadeanstalt) housed 

public baths, all other buildings func-

tioned as schools – whether under 

Prussian Wilhelm II, under Hitler or, after 

World War II, in communist Germany. In 

2005 the Berlin Senate sold the buildings 

to GLS. GLS renovated and modernized 

them, converting them into a language 

school with 66 classrooms and more 

than 130 accommodation-units on site. 

01

01
gls campus berlin

feel history

restaurant apartments
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course tYpes

General German

Business German

Prep Courses for Certificates

German Course + Internship

University Pathway Germany

018
020
022
026
028

german
courses
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marion Feuchtenberger-lenZen 
acaDemic Director

german courses

about
courses

You don´t speak or 
understand German

You understand & can 
answer simple questions

You are able to participate 
in everyday conversations

You can read & write simple 
texts without errors

GOEThE B1 CERTIFICATE 

all Year rounD

methoD

placement  test

progress checK

course start

1 month later

2 months later

2 months later

2 months later

2,5 months later

2,5 months later

GOEThE B2 CERTIFICATE

GOEThE C1 –  TESTDAF

GOEThE B2 CERTIFICATE

You are able to participate in 
demanding discussions

You can produce essays & read 
newspapers and literature

You can speak fluently & 
understand idiomatic expressions

0
a1
a2
b1

C1
C2

b2

also between Christmas and New Year.

every Monday  –  for all levels, including beginners.

GLS uses the communicative approach: German is the only 
language spoken in class. Teachers act as facilitators, 
encouraging students to speak German as much as possible. 
Students get all the corrections, grammar and vocabulary 
they need to take them to the next level, but the priority is on 
active speaking. GLS teaches in tandem, i.e. 2 teachers tutor 
1 class and alternate at every break.

For immediate assessment of a student´s level GLS provides 
a free online test (on www.gls-berlin.de). When students 
arrive in Berlin, a placement test consisting of a written and 
an oral part makes sure that they will be learning with others 
of a similar level.

A written evaluation test every Friday (duration: 20 minutes) 
allows students to check their progress. In addition, they can 
get personalized feedback from their teachers at any time.
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German course «Standard» –  
in groups with 8 to 12 students

Break

German course «Standard» –  
in groups with 8 to 12 students

Break

German courses 
«Intensive» and «Crash»

Break

Activity program  –  
see page 42 

general german

general german

stanDarD

content

monday - friday

stanDarD mini group

stanDarD 30 plus*

semi-intensiVe

crash

intensiVe

20 lessons per week à 45 min.  |  group size 8 – 12  |  all levels  |  starting every Monday

20 lessons per week à 45 min.  |  group size 3 – 6  |  all levels  |  starting every Monday  |  no beginners

20 lessons per week à 45 min.  |  group size 8 – 12  |  all levels  |  starting every Monday in summer  |  no beginners

* reserved exclusively for students aged 30 plus

25 lessons per week à 45 min. = Standard + 2 afternoon workshops (5 lessons)  |  group size 8 – 12  |  all levels  |    
starting every Monday  |  no beginners

30 lessons per week à 45 min. = Standard + 10 lessons one-to-one  |  all levels  |  starting every Monday 

30 lessons per week à 45 min. = Standard + 10 lessons in mini groups (3 – 6)  |  all levels  |  starting every Monday 

General German courses start every Monday. All courses are complemented by activities in Berlin and weekend excursions 
to places like Dresden, Leipzig or Potsdam.

All courses are built on the 4 fundamental skills: 
oral comprehension, writing, reading and 
speaking. Free class discussions, role-plays and 
conversation help develop verbal expression, 
vocabulary and good sentence structure. 
Grammar is packed in informative and stimulating 
texts that provide valuable cultural, political and 
historical background. Some topics covered 
include: relationships, social life, jobs and the 
work place, history of Berlin, cultural identity.

Warum unterrichtest du deutsch?
Fremdsprachen sind mein Hobby. Ich möchte etwas von
diesem Enthusiasmus für andere Sprachen und Kulturen
weitergeben.

Was macht dich glücklich?
Ein Sonnenuntergang am Meer, natürlich! Und danach Fisch 
essen und Wein trinken...

Was liebst du an deutschland oder der 
deutschen kultur?
Bach, Beethoven, Brahms - Blixa Bargeld und Berlin

Was findest du schön an der deutschen 
sprache?
Das deutsche «r» finde ich charmant. Aber am besten gefällt 
mir an der deutschen Sprache, dass ich sie perfekt lesen, 
schreiben und verstehen kann.

Was ist dein deutsches lieblingsWort?
Tohuwabohu

Doris teaches german at gls.
All GLS teachers have university degrees and are qualified as 
teachers of German as a foreign language. They are not only 
experienced teachers, but also interesting people to talk to.  

09.00

10.30

12.30

14.30

11.00

13.00

15.00
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Anne Gampert is one of 10 GLS teachers specialized in 
Business German, i.e. German for Work. Her professional 
background: teacher, editor for a big publishing company, 
freelance journalist. 

Profiles of Anne and her colleagues are available on 
www.gls-berlin.de. 

german for work

business german
The GLS Campus offers a true business class environment for professionals – with on site accommodation in hotel rooms of 
premium standard. Business Course options are 

DEUTSCHE  WELLE  TV DAIMLEr  
EBAY INTErNATIONAL FENDI LUFTHANSA  
MOTOrOLA rOLLS - rOYCE SIEMENS 
SONY EUrOPE

GLS business clients include:

General German – in groups 
with 8 to 12 students

Break

General German – in groups 
with 8 to 12 students

Break

Business German – in 
minigroups (Intensive) or 
one-to-one (Crash)

Break

Activity program  –  
see page 42 

09.00

10.30

12.30

14.30

11.00

13.00

15.00

anne gampert 
gls teacher business german

monday - friday

Communicating effectively in a professional context
German for engineers
German for journalists
German for lawyers
German for teachers
German for doctors

one-to-one

stanDarD group + one-to-one

mini group + one-to-one

20 or 30 lessons à 45 minutes per week 

30 lessons per week à 45 min. = 20 lessons in groups of max 12 (General German)  + 10 lessons one-to-one  
(Business German)   | starting every Monday

30 lessons per week  à 45 min. = 20 lessons in mini groups of max 6 (General German)  + 10 lessons one-to-one  
(Business German)   | starting every Monday
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what Does a prep course looK liKe?
It «conditions» students for the respective exam format by 
using sample tests and past papers. 

what leVel shoulD a stuDent haVe beFore 
taKing a prep course?
That depends on the exam he or she wants to take. Let´s 
say they want to take Goethe B2, then they should be close 
to level B2 already when they book the prep course. 

what is the most important eXam?
TestDaF for students who are getting ready for university, 
Goethe B2 for professionals.

when anD where Do the eXams taKe place?
Exams always take place in the week after the prep course 
ends. GLS registers students for the exams, so they don´t 
need to worry about that. The exams take place either here at 
GLS or at the Goethe Institut. 

when Do stuDents get their certiFicate?
If they did one of the Goethe exams, within 2 weeks. 
TestDaF takes longer, 6 to 8 weeks. TestDaF students should 
keep that in mind when scheduling their prep course.

eVerY Year more than 300 stuDents 
taKe their eXams with gls. the pass 
rate is 98%. 

preparation courses

prep courses
For eXams

GLS is an official testing center for TestDaF, i.e. the test needed for university studies in Germany. GLS prepares for TestDaF 
and also for the Goethe certificates B2, C1, C2. The exam preparation courses last 4 weeks and finish with the respective 
exam in week 5. Students doing a TestDaF prep course with GLS, are guaranteed a testing place.

98%

4 lessons 
General German

2 lessons 
Exam Preparation

Exam

weeK 1 – 4

weeK 5

09.00 –
12.30

13.00 –
14.30

13.00 –
14.30

sebastian nothelFer 
Director oF blenDeD learning

goethe b2

goethe c1

testDaF

goethe c2

telc meDiZin

accepted by most employers 

accepted by almost all employers

for university studies

for teachers of German

for doctors

prep courses

eXams

30 lessons per week à 45 min. =  20 lessons General German 
in groups of max. 12 students + 10 lessons exam preparation 
in mini groups of 3 to max. 6 students
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Berlin – capital of nightlife: more about famous Berlin clubs and parties
Angela Merkel: the biography of the world´s most powerful woman 
The Berlin Wall and its origins as “Anti-Fascist Protection rampart”

Western Germany, the “Bonn Republic” between 1945 and 1990
Berlin, from its foundation in the 13th century till today

Martin Luther, the German Reformation and its influence on Europe
The German Empire before World War  I

National Socialism and the sociological concept of  hostility against groups defined as being 
different and not belonging

German literature in the 19th and 20th century
Art history with presentation of famous German artworks from the 16th century till today

Communist Germany: how the “Deutsche Demokratische Republik” DDR (1948 – 1990) 
operated and what daily life looked like

German film: all about early masterworks like ”Metropolis”, about famous “Autorenfilmer” 
like rainer Werner Fassbinder and  today´s movie production   
Weimar republic (1918 – 1933): about a brief and very liberal period in German history, 
between World War I and the rise of the Third reich

Art of the Third reich: how the Nazis (ab)used art, using it as a tool for propaganda purposes

GLS teachers are not only good teachers – they are experts in fields like German film, art, history and literature. Every week 
they offer a free seminar, each about their field of expertise:

aFternoon 
seminars

teoman

christina

Jeremias

Jochen

petra

matthias

guDrun

susann
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GLS students can complement 
their German course with an 
internship in Berlin: GLS has 
excellent contacts within Berlin´s 
business community and has 
arranged internships in places 
like the German parliament, the 
Literaturfestival Berlin, with Berlin 
lawyers and architects. 

internships
in berlin (unpaiD)

Duration

proFessional
FielDs

reQuirements

4 week German course + 
internship of 6, 8 or 12 weeks

Administration  |  Advertisement  |  Architecture  |  
Consulting  |  Culture and cultural institutions  |  
Ecology  |  Event Management  |  Graphic & Design  |  
IT & Communication Technologies  |  Law  |  Marketing  |  
NGOs and Political Organizations  |  Pr Public relations  |  
real Estate  |  Social Work  |  Tourism

Minimum age 18  |  completed secondary education  |  participation in  
a German language course of min. 4 weeks (longer if students need 
more time to get to level B1, required by German host companies)

GLS arranges between 60 –  90 internships every year and 
offers a free coaching session for future interns. Kilian is one 
of the GLS instructors chairing the coaching sessions. 

as manY german proFessionals speaK english –  
whY is german at leVel b1 a prereQuisite?
Because companies insist on it, and there are lots of reasons 
for that – like PC programs or keyboards labelled in German. 
Not everybody in Germany is fluent in English, and an intern 
who cannot really communicate with the outside world, 
cannot be of much help.

how Do You FinD companies For international
interns?
GLS does inhouse language training for lots of companies 
and institutions in Berlin, so we know their Human resourc-
es departments quite well.

can You guarantee an internship?
Yes, we can – we check every application, and if we accept 
and confirm it, students can be sure to be placed in a Berlin 
company. They won´t get the address immediately, as the 
companies insist on a personal interview, but that is no 
problem: our coaching sessions make sure that the interview 
is successful. 

will interns get a letter oF reFerence?
Yes, of course. They will get a «Praktikumszeugnis», 
i.e. a letter of reference from their Berlin host company.
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028 029

a conditional acceptance letter for a BA 
degree program in Germany (prerequisite 
for a student visa).

preparatory German courses getting stu-
dents to the level of German they need.

German universities offer excellent study oppor-
tunities to students from all over the world. The 
fees they charge are very low compared to those 
in many other countries. Getting access, however, 
can be a challenging process. And that´s where 
the GLS pathway program comes in: GLS cooper-
ates with German universities and offers

pathway program

 uniVersitY
pathwaY
germanY

stuDY FielDs

uniVersities

how to applY

serVices incluDeApplicants can choose a BA Bachelor Program in one of the following study fields: Design, Engineering, Informatics, Business, 
Health Care, Social Work. Please note: only BA programs are available.

GLS cooperates with several universities in Germany that issue conditional acceptance letters for GLS applicants. Conditional 
acceptance letters  are needed to apply for a student visa. The German university that issued the conditional acceptance letter 
is not necessarily the one the student has to attend after having finished the pathway program. If a student prefers a different 
university, he or she is free to apply there – GLS will support up to 4 applications. 

Please send us a student´s documents (a simple copy of high school diploma and, if existing, university certificates). We will 
check the documents for free and outline a personalized roadmap to university, detailing all necessary stations and the costs 
entailed. If that outline is accepted, we will register the student in our university pathway program. 

Free checking of a student’s documents prior to arrival

Free roadmap to university, customized to a student´s academic background

Conditional acceptance letter of a German University 

Pre-arrival assistance and visa support (e.g. blocked account, visa appointment)

Tutor and weekly consultation hour during your German course at GLS

TestAS Examination if applicable (3 times/year)

Support for applications to 4 universities in Germany 

Duration

costs

If a student has zero knowledge of German, the university pathway program will last 10 months; if his/her level is already pre-
advanced, only 2 months. 

GLS charges a university placement fee. Additional costs are tuition for the German course (the total amount depending on 
the number of months a student needs) and the exam fee for TestDaF. 

1 .

2.
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030 031

More than 5,000 students between 18 and 80 learn German on the GLS campus every year. 
Average student numbers per month are 250 – 350, in summer time numbers go up to 600. 

GLS operates an online community 
for its students. Prospective students 
can browse alumni profiles and 
contact former students to consult 
them about their experiences with 
GLS. And of course they can publish 
their own feedback there. 
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18 – 22 
Years

23 – 28 
Years

29 – 39 
Years

40+ 
Years

ages & nationalities

5,000 top 25
nationalities

online
communitY
For 
stuDents

177345 1 2 8 5 4 2 22 22 9 5 583 33 1 6

stuDent 
ages
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032 033

Arrival days: Sundays

Departure days: Saturdays 

accommoDation

accommodations

options with gls

Apartments (on campus)

Hotel rooms (on campus)

Flat share with international students

Home stay

034
036
040
042
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034 035apartments

The GLS campus is a green oasis in the very center of bustling Berlin, and students looking for a quiet but communicative 
place to stay can book a fully equipped apartment on campus. 50 apartments and mini-lofts are available, with sizes between 
23 and 30 sqm. 

All apartments are light and modern, but the ambience is historic: The apartments are located in 2 buildings, that were built in 
the 1890ies. The buildings functioned as a public school, and the apartments used to be class rooms. That´s why all of them 
have huge windows and very high ceilings.

apartments
(on campus)

Facts 50 apartments and mini-lofts
bookable as single, double or shared double
fully equipped with kitchen, bathroom, telephone, TV,  WiFi, linen & towels
check-in 24 hours / 7 days a week
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036 037hotel rooms

There is a second accommodation option on campus, in addition to 50 apartments: Hotel Oderberger with 72 premium 
rooms. The Oderberger is a boutique hotel of singular charm. It is located in the most spectacular building on campus, in 
historic baths “Stadtbad Oderberger” – a Berlin landmark under monument protection. 

hotel oDerberger
(on campus)

Facts 72 hotel rooms 
Stylish interior with lots of historic design details
Single and double rooms
refrigerator, coffee maker (no kitchen)
20 m indoor pool and spa
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038 039hotel rooms

The Oderberger is absolutely unique – both in terms of architectural beauty and historic background. Built 1898 in neo-renais-
sance style by the famous architect Ludwig Hoffmann, the building originally accommodated public baths. Historically,   
Berliners came here not only to swim – they came to take a bath: there were 100s of bathing cubicles for rent on the floors 
above the big pool on the ground floor. 

Today these floors accommodate stylish and hyper modern hotel rooms, but the historic flair lingers on, in carefully restored 
design details like lamps, tiles and doors.  

hotel oDerberger
 historY & architecture

The Berlin Wall falls. Artists use the abandoned 
baths for art shows and performances. 

The baths are closed due to damages 
in the basin 

WW II ends, the baths are still functioning 

Opening as public baths 

1902
1945
1986
1989
2011
2015 re-opening

  as  hotel oDerberger  

GLs buys the dilapidated building and renovates it. 
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041041flat share

This accommodation type is one of the off-campus options: GLS operates several flats in Berlin, reserved exclusively for GLS 
students. All flats are fully equipped with kitchen, living room, bath, TV, phone, WiFi, washing machine or dishwasher.

Flat share
 with international stuDents

Facts 1 – 3 bedrooms per flat, each bookable as single or shared
Bed sheets & towels included
Breakfast at GLS cafeteria included
Distance to GLS: some flats within walking distance, some near Brandenburg Gate
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042 043homestay

Ideal for students who want to practice their Ger-
man “at home”: Students have a single room in a 
flat they share with Germans. The German host(s) 
can be students, taxi drivers or professors, of all 
ages and social strata. The hosts can be couples 
(married or not) as well as singles, with or without 
kids. All hosts have been inspected, and there will 
usually be only one international guest.  

homestaY

Facts Single bedroom in a flat shared with German(s)
Own key, bed linen & towels 
Bookable in 3 versions: with self catering, breakfast or half board
Distance to GLS: homestay & self catering or breakfast 10 – 35 minutes,  
               homestay & half board 30 – 50 minutes
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Every week GLS organizes a minimum of three after class activities in Berlin 
and one weekend trip to places like Potsdam, Leipzig or Dresden.

activities in berlin

aFter class 
actiVities in  
 berlin

Arrival in Berlin and transfer to accommodation. Recom-
mended arrival times: 10 am – 10 pm

Guided city walk in Prenzlauer Berg, after that the weekly 
regulars´ table in the GLS restaurant

Free seminar in the GLS lounge, about topics like German 
film, music, history

Guided gallery visit: i.e. «Kunstwerke», one of the best 
addresses for independent art in Europe

Boat trip around Museum Island or a guided bike tour 
along the Berlin Wall trail

A night out with GLS guides in Kreuzberg, a bohemian 
district famous for its nightlife

Full day excursion with a GLS guide: for example to 
Potsdam, Dresden, Hamburg or Leipzig

Free day for individual activities, e.g. a trip to one of the 
many lakes in Berlin

sun

mon

tue

wed

thu

fri

sat

sun

branDenburg
gate

berlin wall

clubbing in 
KreuZberg

Deutsches
historisches 
museum

berlin 
FestiVal
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The GLS guide is free, what you pay for are train tickets and entrance fees.

weeKenDtrips
 in germanY

canoeing in
spreewalD

DresDen

potsDam

hamburg

weekendtrips in germany

berlin

lutherstaDt 
wittenberge

stetin

stralsunD

leipZig

potsDam

DresDen

weeKenDtrips

mÜnchen

FranKFurt

big cities

Köln

rostocK

gls taKes You 
places
germany is your classroom

leipZig

baltic sea

hamburg
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Fact sheet
Facilities

internship & uniVersitY pathwaY

accommoDation

we also 
offer junior 
programs

social program

about

courses For aDults

business german

eXam prep

general german

3 half-day and 1 full-day activity per week (excursions to Potsdam, Dresden, Leipzig etc.). 

GLS stands for German Language School. GLS was founded in 1983 by Barbara Jaeschke and operates the GLS Campus for 
adult students in the historic center of Berlin. In summer GLS offers junior camps and schools in Berlin and Munich. GLS is the 
IH International House school in Berlin and a member of IALC and EAQUALS. 

All courses start every Monday (except Standard 30plus and Exam Prep.). Duration: 1 – 52 weeks.

* reserved exclusively for students aged 30 or older, only in summer

factsheet

16,000 m² campus in the central and very trendy Berlin Prenzlauer Berg
60 seminar rooms & test center for TestDaF 
Bookshop
Cafeteria 
restaurant serving modern German food
50 fully equipped studio apartments with bath and kitchen and mini-lofts
72 hotel rooms of premium standard in historic baths “Stadtbad Oderberger”

ask for our 
junior brochure

on campus: Apartments (incl. fully equippied kitchen) and hotel rooms of premium standard
oFF campus: Flat share with international students and homestay with Berliners

internship:  Combination of German course of min. 4 weeks + 
 internship (unpaid) of min. 6 weeks
uniVersitY pathwaY germanY:  German course of 2 - 10 months plus placement at a German university

one-to-one:  20 or 30 lessons à 45 min. per week
business crash:  30 lessons à 45 min. per week = Standard + 10 One-to-one
business mini group:  30 lessons à 45 min. per week = Mini Group + 10 One-to-one

testDaF: 30 lessons à 45 min. per week = Standard + 10 lessons in mini groups with max. 6
goethe b2,c1,c2: 30 lessons à 45 min. per week = Standard + 10 lessons in mini groups with max. 6
telc b2/c1 meDiZin: 30 lessons à 45 min. per week = Standard + 10 lessons in mini groups with max. 6
stuDienKolleg 
entrance eXam: 20 lessons à 45 min. per week in groups with max. 12 (German & Maths)

stanDarD:  20 lessons à 45 min. per week in groups with max. 12 
stanDarD mini group:  20 lessons à 45 min. per week in groups with max. 6 
stanDarD  30plus*: 20 lessons à 45 min. per week in groups with max. 12
semi-intensiVe: 25 lessons à 45 min. per week = Standard + 5 lessons on 2 afternoons per week
intensiVe: 30 lessons à 45 min. per week = Standard + 10 lessons in mini groups with max. 6
crash: 30 lessons à 45 min. per week = Standard + 10 lessons one-to-one
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GLS GERMAN LANGUAGE SChOOL BERLIN

c/o GLS Campus Berlin
Kastanienallee 82  |  10435 Berlin  |  Germany
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